I
N MOST plant breeding programs, visual description plays an important role in evaluating phenotypes so that large populations can be reduced in size and more exacting measurements made on the selected lines. In a soybean breeding program discarding based on visual description is frequently done on F 3 rows. A pertinent question is the value of visual description for classifying phenotypes for a complex character such as seed yield.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Leffel and Hansen (5) reported a study on F 3 lines from each of 45 crosses in a diallel crossing design. Twenty random lines from each cross were grown within a test environment. The material was blocked into 20 subgroups so that 1 F 3 line from each of the 45 crosses occurred within a block and was replicated twice. The 4 test environments were 2 years, 1955 and 1956, at 2 Maryland locations. Beltsville and Cambridge, with a different set of random lines for each environment.
In both years at Beltsville, three experienced soybean breeders visually described at maturity the phenotypic capacity of plots for seed yield. The 45 phenotypes within a subgroup were visually characterized as classes of top 9 yielders, second 9 yielders, and the bottom 2" 1 yielders and designated as 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Two replications of 10 subgroups were evaluated each year. In this study a plot exists as a phenotype with a characteristic yield; therefore, the problem was to characterize the ability of the estimators to group the 45 phenotypes within each of 20 subgroups into the 3 yield classes. The comparative unit was a subgroup. Simple frequency tabulations yield limited information on the ability of the 3 observers to place visually 45 soybean phenotypes within a subgroup into 3 yield classes. Discrimination among two or more classes has been considered by Fisher (1, 2) . A detailed discussion of the problem can be found in Rao (7). However, only the tabulation of phenotypes into 3 yield classes based on visual observations and the tabulations based on plot yields are available. The plot yields are taken as the true measure since the observers attempted to describe each phenotype.
The distribution of plot yields is available; however, the distribution defining one's visual concept is not. Yet, one can argue that a distribution of observations exists with reference to the visual scale and that the distribution could probably be described by the normal distribution. With the assumption of normality, the three classes based on yield or on visual classification will have expected values, ai, determined as (Z y -Z x )/qi where Z s and Z y are the ordinates of the normal distribution at the points x, y bounding the ith group, qi is the proportion of individuals in the ith group, and x, y, and ai are in standard units.
Utilizing the restrictions that S q,ai c= 0 and that observations were partitioned into groups of qi proportions, one can show that the correlation between visual scale and phenotypic yield is
where qu is the proportion of observations in the ith visual class and the jth yield class, and qi. and q.j are the marginal frequencies, qi. = q.j, i = j. With random assortment (no power of visual discrimination) then qu = qi. q.j, (i ^ J) and r would be zero, while with complete discrimination (no misclassification), qu := 0 and r would be 1. Although the 45 phenotypes within each block were classified visually into 3 classes, top Ys, second %, and bottom %, only the visual description of 2 classes, saved and discarded, are of interest. Discriminations into top % and bottom % and into top % and bottom % yield classes will be considered. With only two
